
Group discussion

On board 

Our NANO – English 

fellowship cruise.

Please sit here.
Make yourself comfortable.

Be a self starter,

Listen with interest and speak with confidence.

Please work in small groups.

Share your comments 

please. 



Titles for Discussions.

1. Advertising is a legalized form of lying.

2. Impact of media and internet on modern 

youth.

3. Communicative competency in English is 

the golden key  to success in the global 

arena.

4. Is EQ more important than IQ?
The aggressive dictates   

while the assertive shares.



5.     Attitude decides one’s altitude in life.

6. Should an aspiring student go for a 

course which is in demand or for a 

course which he/ she likes?

7. Is westernization a cultural 

degradation or an enrichment?

8. Is a coalition government 

sustainable? 

Titles for Discussions.

The aggressive commands to 

get things done while the 

assertive gives directions to 

achieve desired results.



Titles for Discussions.

The aggressive speaks more 

and says a little while 

assertive speaks less and 

says more.

9.   Should there be a ban on fashion show?

10.  No two generations see eye-to-eye discuss.

11.  Is scientific advancement a boon or bane?

12. Should brain be banned?



Titles for Discussions.

Commands make people 

work with bitterness. 

Directions guide people to 

work with willingness and 

involvement.

13.  Cyber crimes and steps to prevent and 

control.

14.  Is the press in India really free?

15.  Does ragging really help develop 

friendship?



Advertising
is a legalized form of lying.

Miracle Home

Heaven or Hell?
Your connection is here…

• Ads reveal the intelligence and creativity of   

the human mind.

• Ads are the engines of the business trains.

• A product unsold is garbage.

• The ad industry has generated plenty of 

job opportunities. 

• Ads promote sale / make the products  

known to people.



• Ads present a world of unreality and 

therefore are often delusive.

• Ads rarely tell the whole truth about the 

products they are prompting.

• Ads resort to unethical means to exploit 

the ignorance and greed of the mass.

• Ads promote consumerism and 

encourage people to spend on products 

that are not necessary for life.

Buy one get one free…

Buy two get three free…

Advertising
is a legalized form of lying.



Impact of Media and Internet                                 

on youth.

• The media has a powerful impact on the    

youth.

• The youth, many of them, don’t do much  

except watch television/ browse through 

internet.

• They watch TV/browse through internet to 

relax.

• Many watch TV because they don’t have 

anything useful to do at that time.

When we use media, we gain.

When we abuse media, we lose.



Impact of Media and Internet                                 

on youth.

• The youth believe media helps them to 

forget problems.

• Many begin by watching a program and 

are  tempted to stay on.

• Some few watch TV for the news.

• Media helps to learn about people, places 

and things.

• Many rate media as a source of varied, 

new information.

Our time on earth is our 

life on earth.

Time saved is life saved

Time passed is life lost.



Impact of Media and Internet                                 

on youth.

Media has made   

entertainment a business.

• Entertainment often dominates and is based 

on popular appeal. 

• Consequently, the quality of life among youth 

and their creativity suffer.

• Intelligence and critical thinking cease to exist.

• The youth prefer watching other’s presentations 

to their creations.

• The TV enslaves the home capturing the 

attention of all in it.

The seller knows he gains.

Does the buyer know he loses?



Impact of Media and Internet                                 

on youth.

• Due to lack of exercise their health suffers. 

They become lethargic and gather excessive  

fat.

• Instead of using their precious time the youth 

lose their time by offering themselves to 

exploitation and enslavement.

• In the past youth generally used their time 

chatting and discussing issues of current 

interest.

Followers grow while fans 

deteriorate.

Think big to grow big…



Impact of Media and Internet                                 

on youth.

• In villages  people used to come together  

to sing, dance and act. 

• At home  the grandmother would gather    

the children to narrate stories or talk 

about the old days and about one’s heritage.

• Now that entertainment has become a world 

trade the glory of the village has been 

replaced by some commercial venture.

Grandmas entertained and 

educated children by narrating 

enlightening stories.

In the past…



Communicative 

competence

Is it a golden key to 

success?

Communicative competence in English refers to an 

English user’s phonology, grammatical knowledge of 

syntax, as well as social knowledge about how and 

when to use words, phrases and sentences 

appropriately.

Learning to speak English 

fluently and accurately may be 

the best thing you can do to 

improve the effectiveness of 

your communication in a global 

environment.



Communicative 

competence

Is it a golden key to 

success?

• Today’s media: the internet, television, and the    

press give you unlimited access to  knowledge 

about your favorite subjects- Science, Math, 

Music, Computers, Health, Business, Sports… 

everything in English.

• With English you can impress people around you.

We live in an age of 

information, don’t we?

With English we can have   

access to a lot of information.



Communicative 

competence

Is it a golden key to 

success?

• With English you can gain technical knowledge, 

use your computer efficiently, learn new skills 

and become world class in your career/business.

• Multinational companies are run by people who 

know the cash value of English.

With English :

You can communicate with people  

all over the world.

Put excellent knowledge of your   

favorite subject on your C.V.

Get your dream job and enjoy 

your dream life.



Communicative 

competence

Is it a golden key to 

success?

• You will enjoy learning English, if you remember 

that every learning moment gets you closer to 

perfection.

• English is fun, too, because your proficiency in 

English is your pride and others’ envy.

English is  not only useful, 

it gives a lot of satisfaction, too.

English is easy to learn, 

you can learn it in hours.



Is IQ more important 

than E Q?

I Q- Intelligence Quotient. 

E Q- Emotional Quotient

I Q is a measure of intelligence. An I Q test 

measures different types of abilities: verbal, 

memory, mathematical, special and reasoning.

I Q tests are a measure of an individual’s problem 

solving ability, not an actual measure of general 

intelligence.

I Q has often been compared to the  

engine of a car while E Q to its 

steering. 

Which part is more important   

ENGINE or STEERING?

or



Is IQ more important 

than E Q?

I Q- Intelligence Quotient. 

E Q- Emotional Quotient

A great majority rank in an I Q of about 90-110.

We need an I Q of 100-200 to earn an advanced 

degree like M. A. , M.S. , Ph.D…

We need a higher E Q to get our decent jobs and 

dream partners.

Most M N Cs now screen potential employees 

using some form of E Q test.

The higher the EQ of the employees   

the more pleasant the working environment. 



If a person does not develop the E Q skills needed to 

successfully transverse the maturation process, he/she 

will be left in a situation of having the intelligence to 

functionally work or play but not have the emotional 

skills to successfully work or play, thus limiting their 

potential future.

Using a well developed E Q will 

help you manage your emotions. 

And developing a higher E Q can 

be done quite easily.

Necessary social skills that a 

person needs are associated with 

high levels of E Q.

Is IQ more important 

than E Q?

I Q- Intelligence Quotient. 

E Q- Emotional Quotient



Is IQ more important 

than E Q?

I Q- Intelligence Quotient. 

E Q- Emotional Quotient

Think about the difference between your feelings 

and the facts.

Make an attempt to differentiate between your 

actual feelings about people or situations and 

the objective facts involving the people or the 

circumstances.

These loners score high at exams but   

as their EQ is unreasonably low they 

are unable to get along with others.


